Basic Communication Skills
lesson 1: understanding communication basics - lesson 1. understanding communication basics effective
communication (is-242.b) february 2014 instructor guide page 1.11 communication basics visual 1.11 . key
points . this part of the lesson will focus on four basic communication skills: • listening. • communicating
nonverbally. • using your voice. • engaging the audience. the four basic styles of communication - the
four basic styles of communication 1. passive communication is a style in which individuals have developed a
pattern of avoiding expressing their opinions or feelings, protecting their rights, and identifying and meeting
their needs. as a result, pass ive individuals do not respond overtly to hurtful or anger -inducing situations.
bics & calps basic interpersonal communication skills (bics) - bics & calps basic interpersonal
communication skills (bics) experts such as jim cummins differentiate between social and academic language
acquisition. basic interpersonal communication skills (bics) are language skills needed in social situations. it is
the day-to-day language needed to interact socially with other people. communication skills for healthy
relationships - client. your communication skills affect how you solve problems, how you resolve conflict, and
the level of trust you generate in your relationships. a lack of communication may result in confusion,
misunderstandings, and the development of poor communication pat-terns. this guide provides strategies to
help you foster effective communication ... communication skills - routledge - emotional intelligence, or
the skills of social awareness and communication, can be developed and honed. this resource aims to give a
basic introduction to the area of effective communication and will seek to increase your awareness of forms of
communication, communication skills and social or interpersonal behaviour therein. communication skills
module - retawprojects - envisages that communication can be learned and takes into account certain
concepts that are related to human behavior and psychology. its dominant premise is that given the basic
language skills, communication essentially depends on who you are besides how you say, what you say to
whom, when and where.
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